
HP Software CASE STUDY: 
HP Data Protector software

Challenge
Drive down costs, gain quicker response times for SAP 
transactions, and improve data backup windows

Solution
•HP Integrity servers with HP enterprise backup 
solution:
•HP Data Protector software
•HP StorageWorks MSL tape library

Business results
•Provides 100 percent ROI in 1.5 years
•Nearly 100 percent SAP system uptime
•Database backup time reduced by 66 percent
•Three times faster data recovery

“By going with this 
backup solution, we 
can deliver the system 
in case of disaster
three times faster than 
before.”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Excerpted case study:  Legal documents provide grounds for storage improvementsTampa-based Salem Law Group took a major step toward a comprehensive document-management strategy in early 2006 when it implemented the Hummingbird Document Management solution. As thefirm began the process of scanning and storing thousands of pages – of legal briefs, contracts, affidavits, letters, and articles of incorporation – it quickly realized the need for a new, centralized storage solution. In addition, the 50-person firm, with its headquarters on the 32nd floor of the Bank of America building on the shores of Tampa Bay, had suffered through several recent near misses from major hurricanes. Any new storage solution needed to offer a clear path to business-continuity improvement. Ideally, the firm wanted a co-location site in a hardened facility located about 20 miles away.“Our storage stretched across all of our servers, with no centralization,” explains Salem Law Group IT Director David Lay. The firm relies on 12 HP ProLiant DL380 servers running Microsoft® Windows® Server 2003 to power its critical applications, including the Juris Law Practice Management Suite, Microsoft SQL Server, and Exchange Server. ”With only direct attached storage, we were running into the classic problem of overutilization on some servers, such as our document management system, and underuse on others.”According to Lay, the firm was faced with either upgrading the storage capabilities on many of its existing servers or investing in a centralized storage solution. While the right choice seemed obvious, thecost for either was steep for the small firm. Strong case for HP solution“We were actively looking at solutions from Dell, HP, and others when we heard about the new HP All-in-One (AiO) Storage System,” Lay says. “For starters, it was about two to three times cheaper than anything else we were considering. Also, it essentially offered everything we were looking for, plus the software tools that come with the package are a real added value.” Salem Law Group chose the HP AiO400, an integrated storage solution aimed at entry-level network storage environments. Based on the Microsoft Windows Storage Server 2003 R2 operating system, 1U rack-mountable system includes the Microsoft iSCSI Software Target as well as HP Data Protector Express software. By consolidating storage resources, the firm hoped to maximize its investment in storage and minimize the labor required to manage it.“We used the quick set-up instructions that came with the All-in-One,” says Lay. “It took about 20 to 30 minutes to complete the entire installation – from racking it to consolidating Exchange and SQL Serverfile shares onto the system. In fact, it was so easy that we didn’t think we did it correctly at first. A Rapid Startup Wizard connected the system to our network, and then we used the AiO Storage Manager (ASM) interface to do the rest. With about eight mouse clicks, it was ready.”The HP All-in-One Storage System is designed to allow companies to set up centralized storage without the help of a storage expert. The ASM management interface provides data-migration tools for bothExchange and SQL Server, including best-practice recommendations. ASM enables companies to automate and simplify many storage management tasks, such as creating logical unit numbers (LUNs),monitoring capacity usage, and protecting data via snapshots and scheduled backups.“Even when it came to our specialized applications, such as Hummingbird document management, we were able to easily figure out how to initiate it on the AiO,” Lay says. “Since Hummingbird is built on SQL Server, we came up with the steps needed to direct the Hummingbird SQL Server to the database stored on the AiO. The wizard and control interface make it simple to use, and the extra software features are saving us time and money.”Savings are evidence of successOne of the HP AiO bundled solutions that Salem Law Group uses extensively is HP Data Protector Express backup-management solution. “We use Data Protector Express to manage our nightly backups,” says Lay. “Since our critical storage is now consolidated on the AiO, we can use Data Protector Express to backup to a single LTO tape system. That saves us $300 per server in annual software licensing fees. We’ve reduced the tape devices we need and we’ve been able to cut our nightly backups by three hours. More importantly, the system has enabled us to implement a co-location strategy that has improved our business continuity resilience.”Salem Law Group uses the built-in Distributed File System (DFS) solution within Microsoft Windows Storage Server to continuously replicate important data over a wide-area network (WAN) link between itsheadquarters HP All-in-One system and a backup server located 20 miles away in a specially protected location. “That’s a huge relief for us,” Lay explains. “We face the real threat of business disruption from hurricanes and tornadoes. A geographically separate backup site reassures us that our data and our clients’ data are protected. Our plan is to purchase a second AiO and install it at the backup facility. The AiO comes with DFS and if you have a WAN link between your locations, you’re done. It’s that simple.”According to Lay, the combination of centralized storage on the HP AiO system and the Hummingbird document-management solution has made document search and retrieval quick and easy. “What used to us take us up to an hour hunting through document folders now takes seconds,” Lay explains. The firm uses the new storage solution to scan and store all types of documents, including e-mail. “We’re required to keep almost everything for at least 10 years. We now can keep smaller paper files of original signed documents, and digitize and store everything else. We use the AiO and Data Protector Express to archive older documents to tape.Security was another key factor in the firm’s decision to choose the HP AiO solution. Salem Law Group manages six companies, including two national nonprofits, a defense contractor, the law firm, a technology firm, and a for-profit environmental company. Concludes Lay, “We need to keep data securely separated, and the AiO System Manager interface makes it easy to set up separate and secure file shares for each firm. The AiO solution is simple, easy, and powerful.”



HP Software CASE STUDY: 
HP Data Protector software

Challenge
Servicing such a large subscriber base demands the ultimate in administrative 
efficiency and PGGM found that this was impaired by its complex mainframe 
environment. With the pension industry becoming more open, PGGM also had to 
compete by implementing flexible and open systems that could more easily 
connect to the outside world. Simplification was the key to increasing efficiency 
and driving down cost.

Solution

•Rationalize and integrate applications and standardize systems on a single, 
common architecture

•HP Data Protector software with Advanced Backup to Disk, Zero Downtime 
Backup and Instant Recovery extensions

•HP StorageWorks MSL tape library and Virtual Library System 6840

Business results

•Annual IT costs reduced by over 40 per cent

•Application development staffing requirements reduced from 125 internal and 
50 external, to 70 internal and15 external

•Scalable, flexible solution that can evolve easily to meet future needs

•Backup times significantly reduced; reduction in time database is offline from 2 
hours to 2 minutes

“From a business point of 
view, Data Protector has 
given us better management 
and more secure and 
efficient backup of data that 
is vital to the business.”
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Challenge
Needed to streamline the processing of a massive amount of digital data that 
includes a catalogue of more than 40,000 titles, 10,000 of which are now 
offered in electronic format

Solution

•HP Data Protector software to complement the HP EVA 5000 system

•HP-SIM and Storage Essentials to monitor and manage the SAN and server 
environment

Business results

•Lower total cost of ownership

•60% decrease in support costs

•More effective use of tapes:  2 instead of 10

•Improved staff morale and job satisfaction

•Reduction in storage costs and requirements as all data records are now stored 
in one EVA

“The operation of the Data 
Protector is extremely logical and 
intuitive and offers a tremendous 
amount of flexibility. This allows 
us to achieve significant time-
savings and has resulted in a 
60% decrease in support costs 
compared to the previous back-
up/restore system that was much 
more complex.”
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